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Abstract
In the continuous 1.5-dimensional terrain guarding
problem we are given an x-monotone chain (the terrain
T ) and ask for the minimum number of point guards
(located anywhere on T ), such that all points of T are
covered by at least one guard. It has been shown that
the 1.5-dimensional terrain guarding problem is NP -
hard. The currently best known approximation algo-
rithm achieves a factor of 4. For the discrete problem
version with a finite set of guard candidates and a finite
set of points on the terrain that need to be monitored,
a polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS) has
been presented [11]. We show that for the general prob-
lem we can construct finite guard and witness sets, G
and W , such that there exists an optimal guard cover
G∗ ⊆ G that covers T , and when these guards monitor
all points in W the entire terrain is guarded. This leads
to a PTAS as well as an (exact) IP formulation for the
continuous terrain guarding problem.
1 Introduction
Let a terrain T denote an x-monotone chain defined
by its vertices V = {v1, . . . , vn}. It has edges E =
{e1, . . . , en−1} with ei = vivi+1. Due to its monotonic-
ity the points on T are totally ordered with regard to
their x-coordinate. For p, q ∈ T , we write p < q if p is
left of q, i. e., if p has a smaller x-coordinate than q.
A point p ∈ T sees or covers q ∈ T iff pq is nowhere
below T . V(p) is the visibility region of p with V(p) =
{q ∈ T | p sees q}. V(p) is not necessarily connected,
and can be considered as the union of O(n) maximal
subterrains, compare Figure 1. We say that q ∈ V(p)
is extremal in V(p), if q has a maximal or minimal x-
coordinate within its connected component of V(p).
For G ⊆ T we abbreviate V(G) := ⋃g∈G V(g). A set
G ⊆ T with V(G) = T is named a (guard) cover of T .
In this context, g ∈ G is referred to as guard.
Definition 1 (Terrain Guarding Problem) In the
Terrain Guarding Problem (TGP), we are given a ter-
rain T and sets of guard candidates and witnesses
G,W ⊆ T . We seek a minimum-cardinality guard cover
G∗ ⊆ G such that W ⊆ V(G∗), i. e., G∗ covers W ,
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p
Figure 1: The visibility region V(p) (blue) of point p.
and abbreviate this problem by TGP(G,W ). We assume
W ⊆ V(G), i. e., that TGP(G,W ) always has a feasible
solution.
Note that TGP(T, T ) is the continuous TGP and
TGP(V, T ) is the special case with vertex guards.
1.1 Related Work
The terrain guarding problem is closely related to the
well known Art Gallery Problem (AGP) where the ob-
jective is to find a minimum cardinality guard set that
allows complete coverage of a polygon P . Many dif-
ferent versions of this problem have been considered,
including variants with guards restricted to be located
on vertices (vertex guards), patrolling along edges (edge
guards), or located on arbitrary positions in P (point
guards); each in simple polygons and in polygons with
holes.
The first result was obtained by Chva´tal [2], who
proved the “Art Gallery Theorem”, answering a ques-
tion posed by Victor Klee in 1973: bn3 c many guards
are always sufficient and sometimes necessary to guard
a polygon of n vertices. A simpler and elegant proof
of the sufficiency was later given by Fisk [10]. Related
results were obtained for different polygon classes. The
optimization problem was shown to be NP-hard for var-
ious problem versions [18, 19], even the allegedly easier
problem of finding a minimum cardinality vertex guard
set in simple polygons is NP-hard [15]. Eidenbenz et
al. [7] gave bounds on the approximation ratio: For
polygons with holes a lower bound of Ω(log n) holds,
for vertex, edge and point guards in simple polygons
they showed the problem to be APX-hard.
For detailed surveys on the AGP see O’Rourke [17]
or Shermer [20] for classical results.
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Motivation for terrain guarding is the placement of
street lights or security cameras along roads [11], or the
optimal placement of antennas for line-of-sight commu-
nication networks [1].
For the terrain guarding problem the focus was on ap-
proximation algorithms, because NP-hardness was gen-
erally assumed, but had not been established by then.
The first who were able to establish a constant-factor
approximation algorithm were Ben-Moshe et al. [1].
They presented a combinatorial constant-factor approx-
imation for the discrete vertex guard problem version
TGP(V, V ), where only vertex guards are used to cover
only the vertices, and were able to use it as a build-
ing block for an O(1)-approximation of the continuous
terrain guarding variant TGP(T, T ). The approxima-
tion factor of this algorithm was never stated by the
authors, but was claimed to be 6 in [13] (with mi-
nor modifications). Another constant-factor approxi-
mation based on -nets and Set Cover was given by
Clarkson and Varadarajan [4]. King [13] presented a 4-
approximation (which was later shown to actually be a
5-approximation [12]), both for the discrete TGP(V, V )
and the continuous TGP(T, T ) problem. The most re-
cent O(1)-approximation was presented by Elbassioni et
al. [9, 8]: For non-overlapping discrete sets G,W ⊂ T
LP-rounding techniques lead to a 4-approximation (5-
approximation if G∩W 6= ∅) for TGP(G,W ) as well as
for the continuous case TGP(T, T ). This approximation
is also applicable for the more general weighted terrain
guarding problem: Weights are assigned to the guards
and a minimum weight guard set is to be identified.
Finally, in 2009, Gibson et al. [11] showed that the dis-
crete terrain guarding problem allows a polynomial time
approximation scheme (PTAS) based on local search.
They present PTASs for two problem variants: for
TGP(G,W ) where G and W are (not necessarily dis-
joint) finite subsets of the terrain T and for TGP(G,T ),
i. e., the variant with a finite guard candidate set G. For
the continuous case, i. e., TGP(T, T ), they claim that
the local search works as well, but that they were not
yet able to limit the number of bits needed to represent
the guards maintained by the local search. Thus, to
the best of our knowledge, no PTAS for TGP(T, T ) has
been established until now.
The NP-hardness of the TGP was settled after all
these approximation results: King and Krohn [14]
proved both the discrete and the continuous case to be
NP-hard by a reduction from PLANAR 3SAT in 2006.
Other problems considered in the context of terrains
include, for example, guards that are allowed to “hover”
over the terrain [6], or the computation of visibility poly-
gons, i. e., the set of points on the terrain visible to a
point p on the terrain [16].
1.2 Our Contribution
We present a discretization, i. e., finite sets G,W ⊂ T
such that any optimal solution for TGP(G,W ) is opti-
mal and feasible for TGP(T, T ) as well:
1. For the sake of completeness we argue that for
each finite guard candidate set G there exists a
finite witness set W (G), such that a solution for
TGP(G,W (G)) is feasible for TGP(G,T ) (Sec-
tion 2.1).
2. For each terrain T there is a finite guard candidate
set U , such that for each (possibly optimal) guard
cover C ⊂ T for TGP(T, T ) there exists a guard
cover C ′ ⊆ U with |C ′| = |C| (Section 2.2).
3. It then follows that any feasible optimal solution
of TGP(U,W (U)) is also optimal and feasible for
TGP(T, T ) (Section 2.3).
4. Combining this discretization with the PTAS of
Gibson et al. [11] for the discrete TGP(G,W ) case,
we obtain a PTAS for TGP(T, T ) (Section 3).
5. The discretization also yields an IP formulation for
exact solutions (Section 4).
2 Discretization
This section is our core contribution. We consider the
following problem: Given a terrain T , construct finite
sets G,W ⊂ T (guard candidate and witness points),
such that any optimal (minimum-cardinality) solution
for TGP(G,W ) is optimal for TGP(T, T ) as well.
We achieve this in three steps. (1) Provided with
some finite guard candidate set G ⊂ T , Section 2.1
shows how to construct a finite witness set W (G) from
it, such that any feasible solution of TGP(G,W (G))
is feasible for TGP(G,T ) as well. (2) Section 2.2 dis-
cusses a finite set of guards U that allows minimum-
cardinality coverage of T . (3) In Section 2.3, we ar-
gue that TGP(T, T ) can be optimally solved using
TGP(U,W (U)), which is useful for a PTAS (Section 3)
as well as for exact solutions (Section 4).
Note that a discretization similar to that of Chwa
et al. for polygons [3] does not work. Chwa et al. pursue
the idea of witnessable polygons, which allow placing a
finite set of witnesses, such that covering the witnesses
implies full coverage of the polygon. They show that
this is possible if the polygon can be covered by a finite
set of visibility kernels, i. e., if no point has a point-
shaped visibility kernel. Unfortunately, we can easily
construct a terrain T not coverable by a finite union of
visibility kernels VK(w) = {w′ ∈ T | V(w) ⊆ V(w′)},
i. e., T with finite |VK(w)| for some w ∈ T , compare
Figure 2.
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w ∈ VK(w)
w′ w
′′
Figure 2: Witness w, V(w) highlighted in red, and finite
visibility kernel VK(w) = {w,w′, w′′} marked in blue.
2.1 Witnesses
Suppose we are given a terrain T and a finite set G ⊂ T
of guard candidates with V(G) = T and we want to
cover T using only guards C ⊆ G, i. e., we want to solve
TGP(G,T ). G could be the set V of vertices to solve the
vertex guard variant of the TGP or any other finite set,
especially the one in Equation (3) of Section 2.2, which
contains all guard candidates necessary to find an opti-
mal solution of the continuous version of the problem,
TGP(T, T ).
G is finite by assumption, but T isn’t, so we generate
a finite set W (G) ⊂ T of witness points, such that any
feasible solution for TGP(G,W (G)) also is feasible for
TGP(G,T ).
Let g ∈ G be one of the guard candidates. V(g) sub-
divides T into O(n) closed subterrains. For the sake of
simplicity, we project those subterrains onto the x-axis,
allowing us to represent V(g) as a set of closed intervals.
We consider the overlay of all visibility intervals of all
guard candidates in G, see Figure 3 for an overlay of two
guards. It forms a subdivision consisting of maximal
intervals and end points. Every point in a feature f
(either end point or maximal interval) of the subdivision
is seen by the same set of guards
G(f) = {g ∈ G | f ⊆ V(g)} . (1)
It is possible to simply place one witness in every fea-
ture of the subdivision. Covering all O(n · |G|) witnesses
implies full coverage of T .
Similar to the shadow atomic visibility polygons in [5],
we can further reduce the number of witnesses by only
using those features f with inclusion-minimal G(f):
Theorem 2 Consider a terrain T and a finite set of
guard candidates G with V(G) = T . Let F denote the
features of the visibility overlay of G and wf ∈ f an
arbitrary point in the feature f ∈ F . Then for
W (G) = {wf | f ∈ F, G(f) is inclusion-minimal} (2)
any feasible solution of TGP(G,W (G)) is feasible for
TGP(G,T ).
g1
g2
{1} {1} {1, 2} {1} {2} {1, 2} {2}∅ ∅∅ {1, 2}
Figure 3: Visibility overlay of two guards g1 and g2.
V(g1) is indicated in blue; V(g2) in red; V(g1)∩V(g2) in
orange.
Proof. Let C ⊆ G be a feasible cover of W (G) and
suppose some point w ∈ T is not covered by C. By as-
sumption, some point in G can see w, so w must be part
of some feature f of the visibility overlay of G. W (G)
either contains some witness in wf ∈ f or a witness wf ′
with G(f ′) ⊆ G(f) by construction. In the first case,
w must be covered, otherwise wf would not be covered
and C would be infeasible for TGP(G,W (G)). In the
second case wf ′ is covered, so some guard in G(f
′) is
part of C, but that guard also covers f and therefore w,
a contradiction. 
Observation 1 Using only the set of witnesses on
inclusion-minimal features may not reduce the worst
case complexity of O(n · |G|) witnesses, see Figure 4.
Nevertheless, we expect inclusion-minimal witnesses to
speed up an implementation.
Observation 2 W (G) does not need to contain any in-
terval end point. An end point p with adjacent max-
imal intervals I1, I2 can always be left out, because
G(p) = G(I1) ∪G(I2).
2.2 Guard Positions
Throughout this section, let T be a terrain, V its ver-
tices and E its edges; let C ⊂ T be some finite, not
necessarily optimal, guard cover of T . Moreover, let
U be the union of V with all x-extremal points of all
visibility regions of all vertices:
U := V ∪
⋃
v∈V
{p | p is extremal in V(v)} . (3)
Observation 3 The set U has cardinality O(n2), as
noted by Ben-Moshe et al. [1].
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|G|
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Figure 4: The set of inclusion-minimal features may still be O(n · |G|). For n ∈ O(|G|) consider the terrain with
O(n) valleys, with |G|/3 guards placed on both slopes (blue on the left, red on the right). In addition there is one
black guard placed in each valley. Thus, each of the O(n) valleys contains O(G) inclusion-minimal intervals depicted
in violet.
Ben-Moshe et al. also add an arbitrary point of T
between each pair of consecutive points in U . They use
this extended set as their witness set. We, however,
show in this section that U is sufficient to admit an
optimal guard cover for T .
Our basic idea is that for any cover C it is always pos-
sible to move guards in C \U to a neighboring point in
U without losing coverage. In particular, this is possible
for an optimal guard cover.
First observe that we can not lose coverage for an
edge e that is entirely covered by a guard g ∈ C \ U if
we move g to one of its neighbors in U .
Lemma 3 Let g ∈ C \ U be a guard that covers an
entire edge ei ∈ E. Then u`, ur, the “U -neighbors” of g
with
u` = max{u ∈ U | u < g}
ur = min{u ∈ U | g < u}
(4)
each entirely cover ei, too.
Proof. g covers ei, so vi, vi+1 ∈ V(g), implying g ∈
V(vi) ∩ V(vi+1). Moving g towards u` does not move
g out of V(vi) or V(vi+1), as the boundaries of those
regions are contained in U by construction. So vi, vi+1 ∈
V(u`) and ei ⊆ V(u`). Analogously: ei ⊆ V(ur). 
It remains to consider the critical edges, i. e., those
that are not entirely covered by a single guard, compare
Figure 5.
Definition 4 (Critical Edge) e ∈ E is a critical
edge w. r. t. g in the cover C if C \ {g} covers some
part of, but not all of, e.
That is, after removing g, e is only partially covered.
Definition 5 (Left-Guard/Right-Guard) g ∈ C is
a left-guard (right-guard) of ei ∈ E if g < vi (vi+1 < g)
and ei is critical w. r. t. g. We call g left-guard (right-
guard) if it is a left-guard (right-guard) of some e ∈ E.
For the sake of completeness, we state and prove
the following lemma, which also follows from the well-
established order claim [1]:
Lemma 6 Let g ∈ C be a left-guard (right-guard) of
ei ∈ E. Then g covers a single interval of ei, which
includes vi+1 (vi).
Proof. Refer to Figure 5. Obviously, g is nowhere be-
low the line supporting ei. Let p be a point on ei seen
by g. It follows that gp and pvi+1 form an x-monotone
convex chain that is nowhere below T . Thus, the secant
gvi+1 is nowhere below T . It follows that g sees vi+1 as
well as any point between p and vi+1 (same argument).
The argument for the right-guard is analogous. 
g`
gr
g′
g′′
ei
vi+1
vi
Figure 5: The edge e is critical w.r.t. the given guard
cover. The right (left) part of ei, indicated in blue (red),
is seen by g` (gr) only.
4
gu`
p
er
v
v′
e
e′
Figure 6: Moving the left-guard g further to the left.
Any point p on critical edge er that is seen by g remains
visible while moving g to its left U-neighbor u`. Also,
non-critical edge e′ remains entirely visible since g does
not cross u` which is induced by v and v
′.
Corollary 7 For each critical edge e there is exactly
one left-guard (right-guard) in C.
Corollary 8 Let e ∈ E be a critical edge and g`, gr ∈ C
be its left- and right-guard. Then V(g`)∩ e∩V(gr) 6= ∅.
The following Lemma shows that we can move a
guard g ∈ C \U to its left neighbor in U without losing
coverage of T if g is not a right-guard.
Lemma 9 Let C be some finite cover of T , g ∈ C \ U
be a left- but no right-guard, and let u` be the left U -
neighbor of g as in Equation (4). Then
C ′ = (C \ {g}) ∪ {u`} (5)
is a guard cover of T .
Proof. By Lemma 3, edges entirely covered by g are
also covered by u`. So consider p ∈ V(g) ∩ er on a
critical edge er w. r. t. g as depicted in Figure 6. The
guard g is in the interior of an edge e since g ∈ C \ U .
As p is seen by g it must be nowhere below the line
supporting e. It follows that segments u`g and gp form
an x-monotone convex chain that is nowhere below T .
Hence, the secant u`p is nowhere below T , so u` sees p.
In particular, it holds that
V(g) ∩ er ⊆ V(u`) ∩ er, (6)
for every critical edge er w. r. t. g. 
Corollary 10 Let C be some finite cover of T , g ∈
C \ U be a right- but no left-guard, and let ur be the
right U -neighbor of g as in Equation (4). Then
C ′ = (C \ {g}) ∪ {ur} (7)
is a guard cover of T .
g
g` gr
e` er
p`
< 180◦
< 180◦
pr
e
Figure 7: No guard in T \ U is left- and right-guard.
Any point on the critical edge e` that is seen by g is
also seen by the guard gr. Hence, e` can not be critical
with respect to g, contradiction. A symmetric argument
applies for er.
Lemma 11 Let C be some finite cover of T . No g ∈
C \ U is both a left- and a right-guard.
Proof. Refer to Figure 7. We prove the claim by con-
tradiction. Suppose that g ∈ C \U is the left-guard for
er (to the right of g) and the right-guard for e` (to the
left of g).
Since g is the left-guard for critical edge er there must
also be the right-guard gr for er. By Corollary 8 there
is at least one point pr ∈ er that is seen by g and gr.
Since g ∈ C \ U , it must be in the interior of some
edge e. Now consider pr and any point p` ∈ V(g). Both
points are not below the line supported by e and the
same holds for g and gr with respect to er. It follows
that segments p`g, gpr, and prgr form an x-monotone
convex chain that is nowhere below T . Hence, gr sees
p`.
Thus, any point p ∈ V(g) to the left of g is also seen
by gr, a contradiction to g being a right-guard. 
The next theorem shows that the set U as defined
in Equation (3) contains all guard candidates necessary
for a minimum-cardinality guard cover of T . So even if
we are allowed to place guards anywhere on T , we only
need those in U and thus have discretized the problem.
Theorem 12 Let T be a terrain, C ⊂ T a finite guard
cover of T , possibly of minimum cardinality, and con-
sider U as defined in Equation (3). Then there exists a
guard cover C ′ ⊆ U of T with |C ′| = |C|.
Proof. We iteratively replace a guard g ∈ C \U by one
in U until C ⊆ U . This maintains the cardinality of C,
thus constructing the set C ′ as claimed.
Should g be neither left- nor right-guard, it can be
moved to a neighboring point in U by Lemma 6. If, on
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the other hand, g is only a left-, but not a right-guard (or
vice versa), it can be moved to its left (right) neighbor
in U as shown in Lemma 9 and Corollary 10. Lemma 11
states that g cannot be a left- and a right-guard at the
same time. 
2.3 Complete Discretization
In this section, we formulate our key result. Let
OPT(G,W ) denote the cardinality of an optimal, i. e.,
minimum-cardinality, solution for TGP(G,W ).
Theorem 13 Let T be a terrain, U and W (U) as de-
fined in Equations (3) and (2). Then: If C is an optimal
solution of TGP(U,W (U)), i. e., |C| = OPT(U,W (U)),
then C is also an optimal solution of TGP(T, T ), i. e.,
OPT(T, T ) = |C| = OPT(U,W (U)).
Proof. We have OPT(T, T ) ≤ OPT(U, T ). Theo-
rem 12 states that for an optimal guard cover C ′′ of
TGP(T, T ) there exists a guard cover C ′ ⊆ U with
|C ′| = |C ′′|, i. e.,
OPT(T, T ) = |C ′′| = |C ′| ≥ OPT(U, T ). (8)
This yields OPT(T, T ) = OPT(U, T ).
If we are given an optimal solution C to
TGP(U,W (U)), with OPT(U,W (U)) guards, C is a fea-
sible solution for TGP(U, T ) according to Theorem 2.
As |C| = OPT(U,W (U)) ≤ OPT(U, T ) and C is feasible
for TGP(U, T ), we have OPT(U,W (U)) = OPT(U, T )
which concludes the proof. 
Observation 4 Observations 1 and 3 yield: The set
of guard candidates U has cardinality O(n2), the finite
witness set W (U) has cardinality O(n3).
3 The PTAS
In this section we combine the PTAS of Gibson et al. [11]
with the results from Section 2 to obtain a PTAS for
TGP(T, T ).
Let us first formulate the result of Gibson et al.,
who presented a PTAS for the discrete terrain guarding
problem, in our notation:
Lemma 14 (PTAS by Gibson et al. [11]) Let T
be a terrain, and G,W ⊂ T finite sets of guard can-
didates and points to be guarded. Then there exists a
polynomial time approximation scheme for TGP(G,W ).
That is, there exists a polynomial time algorithm that
returns a subset C ⊆ G with W ⊆ V(C), such that
|C| ≤ (1 + ) · OPT(G,W ) ∀ > 0, where OPT(G,W )
denotes the optimal solution for TGP(G,W ).
We can now easily combine Theorem 13 and
Lemma 14 for a PTAS for the continuous TGP:
Theorem 15 Let T be a terrain. Then there exists a
polynomial time approximation scheme for TGP(T, T ),
the continuous terrain guarding problem. That is, there
exists a polynomial time algorithm that returns a sub-
set C ⊂ T with V(C) = T , such that |C| ≤ (1 + ) ·
OPT(T, T ) ∀ > 0, where OPT(T, T ) denotes the opti-
mal solution for TGP(T, T ).
Proof. Using Equations (3) and (2) we determine the
sets U and W (U) for the terrain T , two finite subsets
of T . Given an arbitrary  > 0 we can compute a set
C ⊆ U ⊂ T with V(C) = T such that:
|C| ≤ (1 + ) ·OPT(U,W (U)) (9)
using the PTAS of Gibson et al., Lemma 14. Moreover,
Theorem 13 yields:
OPT(U,W (U)) = OPT(T, T ). (10)
Combining Equations (9) and (10) we obtain
|C| ≤ (1 + ) ·OPT(U,W (U))
= (1 + ) ·OPT(T, T ) (11)
as claimed. 
4 Exact Solutions
Let T be a terrain, and U and W (U) be defined as in
Equations (3) and (2). Our discretization allows us to
formulate the following integer program (IP) to find an
exact solution of TGP(T, T ) by modeling guard candi-
dates as binary variables and witnesses as constraints:
min
∑
g∈U
xg (12)
s. t.
∑
g∈V(w)∩U
xg ≥ 1 ∀w ∈W (U) (13)
xg ∈ {0, 1} ∀g ∈ U (14)
The IP in (12) – (14) paves the way for an exact, while
not polytime, algorithm for the continuous TGP.
5 Conclusion
We showed that if we want to solve TGP(G,T ) with a
finite guard candidate set G, we can find a finite wit-
ness set W (G), such that a solution of TGP(G,W (G))
is feasible for TGP(G,T ). Our main result is the con-
struction of a finite set of guard candidates U of size
O(n2) such that U admits an optimal cover of T .
Combining the two discretizations we concluded that
an optimal solution of TGP(U,W (U)) is also an optimal
solution of TGP(T, T ).
A polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS) for
TGP(T, T ) using a former PTAS [11] for the discrete
terrain guarding problem TGP(G,W ) immediately fol-
lows. Moreover, we formulate TGP(T, T ) as an integer
program (IP), yielding exact solutions.
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